A conformal partition function P m n (s), which arised in the theory of Diophantine equations supplemented with additional restrictions, is concerned also with the reciprocal and skew-reciprocal algebraic equations based on the polynomial invariants of the symmetric group S n . Making use of the relationship between Gaussian generating function for conformal partitions and Molien generating function for usual restricted partitions we derived the analytic expressions for P m n (s). The unimodality indices for the reciprocal and skew-reciprocal equations were found.
Introduction
The theory of Diophantine equations has a strong relationship with the polynomial invariants of finite groups and different kinds of partitions . The best example exhibits the Sylvester theorem [1] about restricted partition number W(s, d
n ) of positive integer s with respect to the n-tuple of positive integers d n = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n }. W(s, d n ) is also a number of sets of positive integer solutions (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) of the Diophantine equation n r d r x r = s.
It is known that W(s, d
n ) is equal to the coefficient of t s in the expansion of generating function
If the exponents d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n become the series of integers 1, 2, 3, ..., n, the number of waves is n and W(s, d n ) is usually referred to as a restricted partition number W n (s) of s into parts none of which exceeds n.
Another definition of W(s, d n ) comes from the polynomial invariant of finite reflection groups which are exhaust by irreducible Coxeter groups. Let M(d n , t) is a Molien function of such a group G, d r are the degrees of basic invariants, and n is the number of basic invariants [2] . Then W(s, d
n ) gives a number of algebraic independent polynomial invariants of the s-degree for group G. According to the Sylvester theorem W(s, d m ) splits into periodic and non-periodic parts
where Q n ) for all irreducible Coxeter groups and a list W n (s) for the first twelve symmetric group S n are presented in [3] . The latter case strongly simplifies the periodicity: as was shown in [3] Q n k (s) could be represented as a linear combination of simple harmonics -sin and cos -with all periods taken from the sequence: 1, 2, ..., k.
There are another kind of partitions which are of high interest. They arise in the theory of Diophantine equations supplemented with additional restrictions, e.g. inequalities. It appears that such partitions arise also in the special sort of algebraic equations -reciprocal and skew-reciprocal Eqns -based on the polynomial invariants of the symmetric group S n . Recent progress in the self-dual problem of effective isotropic conductivity in twodimensional (2D) n-component regular and random checkerboards [4] has shown an existence of algebraic functions λ n (x i ) which are invariant upon the action both the full permutation group S n , permuting n positive variables x i , and conformal group W : {x i → x −1 i , λ n → λ −1 n }. Every coefficient at the term λ mn−s n in the corresponding algebraic equation of the order mn are build out of independent polynomial invariants for symmetric group S n while their number P m n (s) represents such specific kind of partition function generalizing in some sense W n (s). This function has many remarkable properties. Due to its relation to the conformal group W we have called P m n (s) a conformal partition function. In this paper we study the relationship of P m n (s) with corresponding Diophantine system and consequently with Gaussian generating function. It make us possible to derive the analytic expressions for P m n (s) based on its relation to the usual restricted partition function W n (s). We also discuss an existence of algebraic functions λ n (x i ) which are invariant upon the action both the finite group G ⊂ S n , permuting n positive variables x i , and conformal group W.
Reciprocal and skew-reciprocal symmetric equations
The reciprocal and skew-reciprocal symmetric equations are a simple generalization of such Eqns for one variable. Before going forward let us recall some definitions. Following [5] a polynomial
will be called a reciprocal polynomial. The skew-reciprocal polynomial could be defined in the similar manner
The numbers ρ Now we pass to the R {m} Sn -and S {m} Sn equations.
where I n,r (x i ) are the basic polynomial invariants of the symmetric group S n I n,r = n i 1 <i 2 <...<ir
It is pretty easy to check that the solution λ n (x i ) of both R {m} Sn (λ n , x i ) and S {m} Sn (λ n , x i ) Eqns are conformally invariant. Indeed, due to the duality relation W : { I n,r · I n,n ←→ I n,n−r }
we have
We also define the corresponding unimodality indices ρ m n and σ m n as numbers of independent coefficients a k,l in (5) and A k,l in (6)
where P m n (s) is the number of independent invariants which enter into the term of order λ 
In the next Section we will give more rigourous proof for (11) . The contraction of the conformal partition problem to the Diophantine system established above has a big advantage. The latter system is strongly related to the Gaussian generating function and corresponding Cayley-Sylvester theorem.
Gaussian generating function and conformal partitions
We begin this Section with theorem following [6] . Cayley − Sylvester theorem . Let P 
1. Then P m n (s), which is a number of partitions of s into at most m parts, each ≤ n, is generated by the Gaussian polynomial G(n, m; t) of the finite order nm
2. P m n (s) has the following properties:
Before going to P m n (s) let us establish a fact that will be of help, namely
Indeed, the first equation follows from the definition (10) of unimodality indices while the second one comes from an accurate calculation of the limit in (13)
The both Eqns (10) and (15) give:
Now we return to the conformal partitions. The standard way to derive the expressions for P m n (s) is to study the recursive relations generated by G(n, m; t). Such procedure was chosen in [3] for evaluation of the Sylvester waves W n (s).
Here we are going to clearify the basic properties of P m n (s) exploiting another approach, namely, the relationship between Molien (1) and Gaussian (13) generating functions
which gives rise to following linear system
The latter Eqn represents the linear convolution equations with a triangular Toeplitz matrix. It can be solved with help of the Gohberg-Semencul formulas [7] that express the inverse of the Toeplitz matrix. We will give another representation of the general solution of (19) which could be arrived due to the triangularity of the matrix (see Appendix A)
where the polynomials Φ r (−W n+m ) are the following
The formula (20) solves basically the problem in the closed form. Despite of its cumbersomeness this formula makes it possible to establish one important fact, namely, the periodic properties of conformal partition function P m n (s). Indeed, according to [3] the first multiplier in (20) contains the periodic functions of all successive periods
while the second multiplier contains the periodic functions of periods τ {Φ r (−W n+m )} = 1, 2, ..., m + n. Hence due to the trivial inequality m · n ≥ m + n, m, n ≥ 2 the conformal partition function P m n (s) contains the periodic functions at most of periods
It appears that one can essentially simplify the solution (20) for small s. Assuming hereafter n ≤ m we will prove Proposition 3.1.
where P(s) is unrestricted partition function and
Proof. Indeed, the first two lines follow from (19) and simple identities for restricted and unrestricted partition functions :
Let us return now to (19) for g = m + r and decompose it in the following way
Suppose r ≤ n that lead to k ≤ m and F 2 (k) = 0. The term ∆ 2 vanishes due to (22, 23) :
that leads for s ≤ m + n to the third line in (22). Now we will give a brief proof of the limit in (11) . Corollary 3.1.
Proof. The first limit follows from the 2-nd line in (22). The second limit follows from the exchange symmetry of indices (14). The further extension of (22) on s > m+ n loses its generosity and is more sophisticated. Here we are going to prove the following Proposition 3.2.
where
We will prove (25) by induction. First, it is easy to check from (19) that (25) gives the correct expression for k = 1. Suppose that it is also true for P m n (m + n + k − r) with all r ≥ 1. Let us decompose Eqn (19) in several parts
and find all contributions K i in four different regions.
Taking into account W m+n (s) = P(s), s ≤ m + n, the latter formula could be represented in the more convenient form
Before going to enlarge the interval of s where the explicit formulas work, we will show that actually the Proposition 3.2 is more universal than it was formulated in (25).
Proof. First we recall the recursive relation for the restricted partition functions [3]
and put into s = n + k. Then we get
The similar formula one can get for k ≤ m + 2. The final steps are already clear : since inequality k ≤ n + 1 in (25) is more strong than k ≤ n + 2 in (30) we conclude that the formula (29) must be true for all k i ≤ k. We present here the first ten values of the universal function D(k):
Growing index m makes it possible to encounter a case when one of the restrictions k ≤ n + 1 in (25) is broken while another one is conserved, e.g. P 20 3 (23 + 6). Here we prove Proposition 3.3.
Proof. Now we could not used directly the induction based on the decomposition (27) since during this inductive procedure the runing index r pass through the value n + 1.
The decomposition of Eqn (19) looks now like
The contributions K i in five different regions are
Here appears first time the upper restriction on k
and
In the similar to (28) way we obtain
We will show now that the present Proposition coincides with the Proposition 3.2. when k = n + 1. According to the definition (32) we have
F (r), K 9 = 0 and
The next restriction (k ≤ m − n) will be broken in the following Proposition 3.4.
Proof. The decomposition of Eqn (19) looks now like
Finally we will show that the present Proposition coincides with the Proposition 3.2. when k = m − n. According to the definition (33) we have
F (r), K 14 = 0 and
Symmetric unimodality index
Now we are ready to find the unimodality index, or, according to (17), to calculate P m n (mn/2). Thereby a value k n = mn 2 − m − n can satisfy different restrictions imposed onto k, n, m which were discussed in the previous Section. For n = 1, 2 the answers follow from (22) and [3] (Formula 52)
while for the other n : k 3 < m − 3 , k 4 = m − 4 , k n > m − n , where n ≥ 5. For 3 ≤ n ≤ 12 we have found P m n (mn/2) using the procedure developed in the previous Section up to the bound m · n ≤ 32 where the only one of restrictions (k ≤ m − n) is broken. The both odd n and m indices lead to P 
The other conformal partition numbers for 6 ≤ n ≤ 12 which did not enter the previous Table one can obtain by exchange symmetry of indices for P 
Extension on the finite groups
In this Section we are going to discuss an existence of the other finite groups G distinguished from symmetric S n that make it possible build out the reciprocal R G (λ n , x i ) and skew-reciprocal S G (λ n , x i ) Eqns on the basis of homogeneous polynomial invariants I d i (G) of d i degrees. This question is motivated both from the physical and mathematical standpoints. The self-dual problem of effective isotropic conductivity in 2D 3-component regular and random checkerboards admits the tessellations with less rigid requirements of the permutation invariance by action of the cyclic group Z 3 which also admits skew-reciprocal Eqns [8] . Moreover one can point out several finite groups where such property does exist and where it does not. We give two instructive examples concerned with the finite 3D crystallographic groups.
Cubic group O h [9] deg
e.g.
. The basic invariants of C n are related with syzygy of the 1-st kind and do not give rise to the skew-reciprocal Eqn when n = 2, 4 that will be proved in few lines later. This indicates a strong relationship between an existence of the colour tessellation with a certain finite group G and its algebraic property G ∈ G W , where G W denotes a family of finite groups G which could be matched with a conformal group W to produce R G (λ, x i ) and S G (λ, x i ) Eqns. In the rest of the Section we will find the necessary condition of such matching.
Proposition 5.1.
Suppose a finite group G acts on the n dimensional vector space V n over the complex numbers C, and a tuple {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } denotes a basis for V n . There exist exactly n algebraically independent invariants I d i (x i ). A basis of algebra of invariants of G is generated by not more than |G|+n n homogeneous invariants of degrees d i not exeeding the order |G| of group. Let us write both S G (λ, x i ) and
i ) coincide and we arrive at (36). The monomiality of I dn (x i ) is trivial and could be proved by the opposite assumption.
The degrees d k are uniquely determined, while the polynomials I d k (x i ) themselves are not unique: they depend on the basis {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } chosen for V n and may also replaced by their algebraic combinations. This makes our Proposition 5.1. less effective. Nevertheless we are able to advance in its usage with help of the following auxiliary
2 , α 1 + α 2 = n, then F has exactly two degenerated roots of degrees α 1 and α 2 respectively. Proof.
Let us decompose F uniquely into a product of linear forms over the complex numbers C and apply the linear transformation A
where ν i are the degrees of degeneration. If the r.h.s. of (37) is a monomial in y 1 , y 2 variables then it must be only two multipliers contained zero coefficients, viz, b
The existence of only two degenerated roots of F (x 1 , x 2 ) is also sufficient to represent it as a monomial. Hence follows that the axial group C n , n = 2, 4 does not give rise to the skew-reciprocal Eqn since both invariants
have more than two real roots that follows from the Descartes' rule of signs interchange in the sequence of coefficients for the real algebraic equations. The cases n = 2, 4 are both exceptional: 1/2
2 . We will consider now some classical groups G ⊂ S n where an existence of skew-reciprocal Eqns can be proved or disproved with help of the Proposition 5.1.
Cyclic Z n and alternating A n groups
The cyclic group Z n is an Abelian group and its invariants are generated by the elementary symmetric functions I n,r (7) together with the product
whose square is a polynomial in the invariants I n,r .
The alternating group A n is a subgroup of index 2 of the full permutation group S n . Its invariants are generated by the elementary symmetric functions I n,r (7) together with the van der Monde discriminant [2]
whose square is also a polynomial in the invariants I n,r .
Their additional invariants I n+1 (A n ) and I n+1 (Z n ) are algebraically dependent and cannot be incorporated into a S {m} Sn -equation for λ because that would violate the duality requirement. Thus, we are lead back to the S {m} Sn -equation (6), which is dictated not only by the strong requirement of the full permutation invariance S n , but even by the milder requirements of alternating A n or cyclic Z n permutation invariance.
Coxeter groups
The detailed description of invariant polynomials for Coxeter groups and their discussion is given in [10] . The maximal degree d n (G) is usually reffered to as a Coxeter number.
B n , d r (B n ) = 2, 4, 6, ..., 2n .
The reflection groups B n and D n give rise to the skew-reciprocal Eqns since their action on the set of n real variables {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } is similar to the action of symmetric group S n on the set of n non-negative variables {x 
The dihedral group I 2,m produces an invariant I 2 (I 2,m ) which has more than two roots in the complex plane, due to the Lemma 5.2 it does not satisfy the Proposition 5.1. and therefore does not lead to the skew-reciprocal Eqns. The exceptional cases are
Three basic invariants for icosahedral group Y h were derived in [11]
A decomosable representation (41) of I 2 (H 3 ) and I 3 (H 3 ) makes it possible to prove an absence of linear transformation which reduced them to the monomials y 
Symmetric groups' product
The permutation invariance with a direct product of the groups G 1 × G 2 appears in the colour tessellation of the 2D n-component checkerboard when one can decompose it on two lattices L 1 , L 2 and every lattice is coloured randomly with n 1 and n 2 colours respectively, n = n 1 + n 2 [4] . In the case of the equapartitial distribution of the colours in every lattice separately we come to G = S n 1 × S n 2 ⊂ S n 1 +n 2 . Thus the definition of the basic polynomial invariants are the following 
There is one more simplification of (42) concerned with the additional freedom of permutation of the lattices L 1 and L 2 that diminishes essentially the unimodality indices in (42). Following Jahn notation [12] we mark the action of such group [S n 1 × S n 2 ] and write
A simple comparision (6) , (42) and (43) gives
A similar inequalities are also true for reciprocal unimodality indices. The further extension on the multiple direct product of the symmetric groups S n i and symmetrized action of this product is obvious. Sn -Eqns -based on the polynomial invariants of the symmetric group S n . We have found the indices ρ m n , σ m n for the first twelve symmetric group S n up to the m ≤ 32/n. 2. We have discussed an existence of the other finite groups G distinguished from symmetric S n that make it possible build out the reciprocal R G -and skew-reciprocal S G -Eqns on the basis of homogeneous polynomial invariants I d i (G) of such group. The necessary condition of its existence imposes the duality relation onto degrees d i of the invariants I d i (G), which compose those Eqns, and requires the monomiality of the invariant with highest degree d max . We have shown that some classical groups -cyclic Z n , alternating A n , Coxeter B n , D n and symmetric groups' product S n 1 × S n 2 -give rise to R G -and S G -Eqns while some other groups -Coxeter I 2,m , m = 2, 4, G 2 and H 3 do not give it. The similar question concerned with the other classical groups remains open.
A Triangular Toeplitz inversion formula
Suppose the linear convolution equations with a triangular Toeplitz matrix
where two known functions T (g), U(g) and unknown one P(g) are defined only on the positive integers. The successive recursion of (A1) gives
Now one can easily arrive by induction at
where the polynomials Φ r (U) are strongly related to the restricted partition number W g (r) of positive integer r into parts none of which exceeds g. They are build out of W r (r) algebraically independent terms with coefficients which sum is equal 2 After putting k = g in (A2) we will get finally
[ T (g − r) + U(g − r) ] · Φ r (U) .
Let us compare now Eqn (A1) with (19) :
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